
March 19th 	9 

REPORT OF ORE DRESSING AND METALLURGICAL LABORATORIES. 

Test No  ///' •  

A shipment of six sacks containing 645 pounds of 

heat-treated Sullivan ore was received on January 8th, 

1919 from the Consolidated Mining and Smelting Co. Ltd., 

of Trail, B.C. Previous shipments of this ore consisted 

of a 10 pound sample and also a sack containing about 

100 pounds. 

The object of the test work was to determine whether 

a satisfactory separation could be made of the zinc-lead 

values from the Iron by the use of the Grondai  Wet Magnetic 

Separator. 

For a preliminary test the 100-pound lot was taken 

and ground to the following : 

On 200 - 45% ; through 200 - 55%. 

A sample was  out out which gave the following analysis:- 

. 	Fe,- 30.20% ; 	Zn, - 20.00% 	; 	Pb, - 13.35% 

The Grondai  Separator was adjusted so jffiat the feed 

in passong over the bridge in the magnetic field would be 

as close to the magnets as possible. The strongest field 

possible for our installation was used, namely 6.5 amperes 

X - 110 volts. 

95 pounds of the heat treated ore ground to the fine- 

ness given above was fed to the separator and the magnetic 

• and non-magnetio products caught. Very little magnetic 

product was obtained, so little that the test was consid- 
':›4. 
.■• 	 ered a failure. 
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The non.Magnetic product from the Orondal Separation 

was ran through the Ullrich Magnetic Separator. A separation 

was here made so it wee decided to make a teat run on the 

heat treated. ore, through this separator. 

Por  this trst the ehipment of 646 pounds was taken 

and crushed to the fineness given in the Soreen Test of the 

Table. It was  thon  out in two, one lot held end the other 

sampled down for analyeis and for the test run. The followine 

is the analysis of the ore to the Separator :- 

pe 30.80% 	Zn. 	21.18% ; 	Pb,- 12.1e ' 

The rings on the Separator were adjusted as follows:- 
feed 

. Ring 0 1. . VI from ftek plate. 

n e 4. 	. 3 18" " 

The M,02etio Field obtained was from n •current 

strength of 10 amperes  z 110 volts. 

Siz products were made, a magnetic product from 

each ring, and two non-magrictic pre.uots namely , a 

middling and Zinc-Lead product. The results of this 

spearatiün are given in the table ,  

The  magnetic products were reground to the fineness 

given in the Screen tests of the table, and mein through 

the Separator. The results of these -,runs are also given 

in the table, as well as s ummary of the separation on 

thie ore. 
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